
Our Bin-Cart holds up to 10 bins. It “translates” the benefits of our replenishment cart 
into stores with conveyors. The 6” deep bins are large enough to fit any product 
category. The bins nest; stack and - when used upside-down - function as a lid that 
locks the unit. Accessories like Dividers and Separators keep products organized.

Made in USA

Label Holder

Dimensions (W x L): 23.3” x 32.1” Load Capacity Static: 1,100 lb.
Total Height: 60.25” Load Capacity Dynamic: 650 lb.
Effective Height: 52.25” Weight as shown: 94 lb.

Specifications:

Benefits: 
q  Improved back-room organization 
q  Reduced time and labor for shelf replenishment 
q  Decreased inventory levels through product mobility 
q  Adaptable to merchandise characteristics 
q  Bins simply slide on and are easy to access  
q  No tools required for assembly and disassembly 
q  Compact design for in-aisle maneuverability 
q  Tested and rated for 1,100 lb. stationary; 650 lb. in motion 
q  Molded plastic will not fade, dent or discolor 
q  Comprehensive two year warranty 
q  Plastic components (bins, base, dividers) LEED® certified

Separator

23” Tray
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Specifications

Our 2-Tier Stocking Cart is engineered for in-store restocking. Enhancements like 
the scan gun holster make this piece of equipment valuable for the entire supply 
chain. The stocking cart raises productivity in numerous situations in your distribution 
and stocking process and provides you with a rapid ROI.

Made in USA

Benefits
  Available with 360° pivot for maneuverability
  Features tilt support for containers to reduce reaching
  Scan gun holster available for both versions
  Customized sizes available on metal version
  5” casters (2 locking) for easy, safe movement
  Compact design for in-aisle maneuverability 
  Tested and rated to carry 350 lbs. when stationary; 
250 lbs. in motion, for plastic version

  Comprehensive two-year warranty 
  Molded plastic will not fade, dent or discolor
  Black plastic shelves are LEED® certified 

        Dimensions (W x L):     20” x 49” (508 x 1,245 mm)      Load capacity (plastic):   Static 350 lb. (159 kg)

 Total Height:     38” (965 mm)
     Load capacity (plastic):   Dynamic 250 lb. (113 kg)

        Effective Height:     46”  (1,168 mm)
Weight: Depending on dimensions and material

Accessories & Spare Parts

opti cart

Corner Posts

Swivel Caster 

Fixed Caster

Handle

Plastic version

        Dimensions (W x L):     20" x 42.5" (508 x 1,078 mm)

Metal versionMMM

Divider for 23” Tray

Handle


